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	Text-2MJjFk1ptC: Dr. Ryle Kincaid
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	Paragraph-uoRQp8pzdb: In 2015, during my military service, I witnessed the ambush of our convoy, resulting in the loss of two comrades, a memory that remains deeply ingrained in my mind.

	Paragraph-fI4GjbyWio: My childhood was marked by emotional and physical abuse from a family member, leaving deep emotional scars and affecting my mental well-being.
	Paragraph-l9QmvNQOPX: In 2020, I experienced a violent home invasion, threatening my life and stealing valuable items. The fear and vulnerability I felt still impact me today.
	Paragraph-HqKkblJ8Iz: Last year, my spouse and I went through a painful divorce, marked by emotional turmoil and the loss of our shared dreams and future plans.
	Text-xoo4bAZYbU: Combat Zone Ambush
	Text-o25dFq5ySI:  Overwhelming fear, guilt for surviving, and grief for lost comrades.
	Paragraph-1WYkMhWgtR:  I experience frequent nightmares, avoid crowded places, and struggle with trust and emotional intimacy.
	Text-wBcH9GPhXE: Childhood Abuse
	Text-iO6SQ4Vi1_: Anger, shame, depression, and a pervasive sense of worthlessness.
	Paragraph-CPfDV-1WL1: These memories have deeply impacted my self-esteem, making it challenging to form healthy relationships and believe in myself.
	Text-Uzqv7fCcI6:  Home Invasion
	Text-V8_Qvu-h5d: Divorce
	Text-iInnNvckwi: Persistent anxiety, hypervigilance, and a constant fear of vulnerability.
	Text-XoNKMrfzbk:  Profound sadness, grief for the lost relationship, and self-doubt.
	Paragraph-QxReyY6uRp:  I have installed extensive security measures at home, but I still struggle with paranoia and avoid leaving the house after dark.
	Paragraph-luI3DoobKi: The divorce has left me questioning my identity and purpose, and I often experience moments of deep loneliness and despair.
	Text-zC_gQd6wzb: Loud noises, unexpected movements, and crowded places remind me of the combat zone.
	Text-bT3MFsSuak: I avoid fireworks, crowded events, and have trouble in confined spaces.
	Paragraph-i1znOHrKAp: I've tried various coping strategies to manage my PTSD symptoms. I attend regular therapy sessions, which have been crucial in helping me process my traumatic experiences and develop healthy coping mechanisms. I've also learned relaxation techniques to manage anxiety and practice mindfulness to stay grounded.
	Paragraph-CUAIOaFmX-: I have a small but supportive circle of friends who I can confide in, but I often worry about burdening them with my struggles. I haven't explored support groups or specialized trauma resources yet, but I'm open to the idea as I recognize the importance of a broader support network.
	Paragraph-ZC9yEC5Qoj: I'm focusing on self-care through meditation, exercise, and boundaries, and am considering incorporating creative outlets like art or writing to express my emotions.
	Paragraph-rugaM925Eq: The worksheet has been a valuable self-reflection exercise, allowing the individual to acknowledge the impact of past and current traumatic experiences on their daily life.
	Paragraph-4Yl682ubFQ: To reduce the frequency and intensity of my nightmares, and to address the impact of childhood abuse in therapy.
	Paragraph-ACJbrwl4Ce: To regain a sense of safety and trust in the world, build healthier relationships, and find a sense of purpose and fulfillment.
	Paragraph-GjeSeOKirs: Continue therapy, engage in exposure therapy for combat-related triggers, and explore therapies specifically adapted to childhood trauma.


